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With a pair of eyes, we look 
at the market, but there are 
countless eyes looking at us 
in the market. This is 
destined to make our design, 
like ourselves, stand the test 
of others' appreciation.
Taking into account excellent 
quality and functionality, 
with touching design, under 
the perception of humans 
and nature moving forward 
together, we put our hearts 
into it...

T001 
Brass 
Color: Brushed Black 
Brass 
Lock: Face Recognition 
Smart Lock 
Handle: Full-Length 
Hidden Light Strip 
Handle

Classic elegance and modern 
luxury, strong strokes in the 
distinct edges, gentle lines 
with implicitness.
With ingenious design, the 
visual effect greatly enriches 
the overall sense of layering 
of the panel, fully showing 
the classical elegance and 
luxury.

T002 
Copper/Wood 
Color: Custom 
Copper Color 
Lock: Custom-
made Pure Copper 
Sliding Cover 
Handle 
Copper Plate: 
Hand-forged



Quiet and restrained 
temperament, elegant and 
outstanding presence, it is to 
show taste, collectors of art, 
first shown on the door. A 
door is the best explanation of 
taste, in the industry, an 
innovation will become a 
classic symbol.

T003 
Purple Copper/Wood 
Hand-forged 
Color: Custom Color 
Fingerprint Recognition 
Handle/Customizable

Copper-clad wooden doors are 
luxurious in appearance and 
excellent in use for entry-door 
series products. This model is a 
handcrafted art piece by 
craftsmen, with classical charm 
and profound connotations. The 
security, insulation, and air 
tightness of this door are also very 
high, making it a reliable 
“guardian” for the family.

T004
 Copper/Wood 
Color: Antique Copper 
Hand-forged
Fingerprint 
Recognition 
Handle/Customizable



Classics are not necessarily 
complicated; simplicity is the result 
of thousands of tempers and refines. 
Immortal art is often the most 
genuine display. Behind great works, 
there must be extraordinary 
creativity, combining traditional 
design innovation, living a poetic life, 
creating unique products, and 
manifesting demeanor and infinite 
style.

T005 
Brass 
Color: Custom Color 
Brass Profile 
Door Header and 
Casing 
Pure Brass Handle 
(Customizable)

Classics are not necessarily 
complicated; simplicity is the result 
of thousands of tempers and 
refines. Immortal art is often the 
most genuine display. Behind great 
works, there must be 
extraordinary creativity, combining 
traditional design innovation, living 
a poetic life, creating unique 
products, and manifesting 
demeanor and infinite style.

T006
Brass
Color: Custom Colors
Brass Profile
Profile Synthesis
Pure Brass Handle 
(Customizable)



In a mansion of a scholarly family, 
one can feel a strong atmosphere of 
humanism. A complete return is the 
aesthetics of sophisticated life. The 
simple form design and delicate skin 
texture complement each other, 
revealing elegance and low-key 
indulgence that cater to high-end 
designs and personalized needs, 
starting a chapter of high-quality life 
for you and your family.

T007
Copper/Wood
Color: Custom Color
Hardware: Customized 
Solid Copper
Sliding Cover Handle
Copper Plate: Hand-
forged

The combination of popular design concepts 
and wood creates both aesthetics and quality. 
Using exquisite craftsmanship and 
incorporating Chinese style, it is full of the 
charm of home beauty. Different colors make 
the visual conflict even more outstanding, 
while modern art processing seamlessly 
collages material and color blocks, creating 
subtlety.

T008
Copper/Wood
Color: RH-F0393
Carved Floral Piece / 
Painted Baseplate
Fingerprint Recognition 
Handle



Noble and elegant are the charm, 
transcending the ordinary is pure. 
Every detail is the essence of the 
craftsman, creating remarkable art. 
The combination of inspiration and 
creation reflects the endless pursuit 
of art.

T009
Copper/Glass
Color: Custom Color
Brass Profile
Solid Copper Handle
Copper Plate Precision 
Engraving
Changhong Glass

Combining modernist trends, 
revealing unique charm and 
inspired by art and cultural 
elements from different eras. 
Customized profiles, exquisite 
materials, elegant craftsmanship, 
luxurious temperament 
contribute to creating tailor-
made artwork for consumers, 
which is our enduring goal.

T010
Copper/Glass
Color: Custom Color
Double Door
Brass Profile
Wired Glass
Fingerprint Recognition 
Handle / Customizable



Combining modernist trends, revealing unique charm and 
inspired by art and cultural elements from different eras. 
Customized profiles, exquisite materials, elegant craftsmanship, 
luxurious temperament contribute to creating tailor-made 
artwork for consumers, which is our enduring goal.

T011
Glass/Brass
Color: Customized Brass Color
Brass Profile
Hollow Glass / Beveled Glass
Solid Copper Decoration
Smart Fingerprint

We tailor and design the ideal door for you, with no limit to 
materials and design in our process. Combining traditional 
craftsmanship with innovative design concepts, this has always 
been our pursuit.

T012
Wood/Glass/Brass
Color: Custom Color
Double Door
Fingerprint Recognition Handle
Tempered Glass



Breathing fresh air in the breeze, 
enjoying comfortable sunlight in 
the morning, savoring the 
delicate and elegant charm 
between. Let senses merge with 
nature, and let emotions be 
slowly appreciated.

T013
Purple Copper 
Drawing
Copper Plate Carving
Mother and Child 
Door
LED Embedded Handle

The intersection of freehand 
brushwork and realistic depiction 
creates an unparalleled artistic 
atmosphere, making the era sink 
and float for it. Every detail is a 
combination of art and ingenuity. 
This is art, this is a classic, this is 
an achievement, this is 
extraordinary.

T014
Embossed/Drawing 
Purple Copper
Mother and Child Door
Copper Plate Carving
Customized Handle with 
Fingerprint Recognition



Warm, comfortable, stylish, and trendy. The 
heaviness of purple copper and the 
brilliance of brass are perfectly combined 
with the living space. The elegant and chic 
home environment is fully displayed, which 
is the beauty of harmony and fashion.

T015
Brass and Purple Copper Splicing
Color: Custom Color 2101 + Brass Original Color
Customized Pure Copper Sliding Cover Handle
Optional Galvanized Square Tube Skeleton

Exquisite craftsmanship makes the work 
perfect;
The design of paying attention to the beauty 
of lines allows users to get the most perfect 
product experience.
The product is art, as well as the embodiment 
of beauty, guarding a spiritual territory and 
also your safety.

T016
Purple Copper
Color: Custom Color 2103
Intelligent Fingerprint Lock
Pure Copper Hinge



Classic does not necessarily mean complicated, 
simplicity is the result of complex refining. 
Immortal art is often a pure manifestation of 
creativity. Great works must have 
extraordinary creativity behind them. 
Combined with innovative traditional design, 
unique products are created for a freehand life, 
demonstrating grandeur and endless charm.

T017
Brass Profile/Glass
Color: Customized 
Brass Color
LED Embedded Pull 
Handle

Combining modernist style, revealing unique 
charm, and inspired by art and cultural 
elements from different eras. Customized 
profiles, exquisite materials, elegant 
craftsmanship, luxurious temperament 
contribute to creating tailor-made artwork for 
consumers, which is our enduring goal.

T018
Copper/Glass
Color: Customized Color
Mother-Child Door
Brass Profile
Wired Glass
Fingerprint Recognition 
Handle / Customizable



Classic design is both tangible 
and intangible. The more 
minimalist the product, the 
more it's worth appreciating. 
Simplified artwork has a 
modern feel, hoping to 
attract those who can truly 
appreciate it.

L001
Aluminum/Glass
Color: RH-F1666
Black Theme - Dark 
Grey Tempered Glass
Fingerprint Recognition 
Handle
LED Lighting System

Simple but not merely so, refined and 
detached within simplicity. Carved details are 
unpretentious, extracting the essence of 
Eastern and Western art and culture. Breaking 
traditional design thinking and combining 
different materials for a timeless sense of 
security and affluence.

L002
Aluminum/Aluminum-
Wood/Glass
Color: Vertical Top-Bottom 
Wood Finish / Black Glass 
Wire Drawing Texture
Stainless Steel Decoration
3D Engraving



Simple but not merely so, increasingly popular 
among modern people for its simplicity and 
practicality. It integrates the symmetry beauty 
of traditional Chinese aesthetics while 
incorporating a unique crystal lighting effect. 
This masterpiece is a striking combination of 
artistry and beauty.

L003
0.315 inches Engraved Aluminum 
Plate + 0.472 inches Wooden 
Plate
Color: Custom Color 
V11131+V11133
Custom Crystal Light Fingerprint 
Pull Handle
3D Adjustable Hidden Hinge

Standing on the shoulders of giants allows us 
to see further and appreciate more. We persist 
in pursuing quality and integrating new 
concepts. This design boldly uses a new 
aluminum plate imitation rock panel material, 
continuously drawing nourishment on our 
exploratory path and moving forward.

L004
Aluminum Imitation Rock 
Plate
Color: Custom Color
Custom Inner Buckle Light 
Fingerprint Pull Handle
3D Adjustable Hidden Hinge



Simple curves outline modern aesthetics. This 
design is a return to simplicity without 
catering, an aesthetic of refined living. The 
combination of minimalist design and delicate 
texture creates elegance, extravagance, and 
understated indulgence, satisfying high-end 
design and personalization needs for you and 
your family, opening a chapter of quality living.

L005
Aluminum/Glass
Color: RH-F1661/RH-F1884
High Definition Frosted Glass
Fingerprint Recognition 
Handle
Outer Slot
Matte Stainless Steel 
Protective Strip

While adhering to minimalism and exquisite 
craftsmanship, create a warm atmosphere 
with colors, remove unnecessary complexity, 
break away from rigid minimalism, highlight 
the tone and elegance, and enjoy an 
unconventional taste of life, with the essence 
of wind and moon within.

L006
Aluminum/Glass
Color: RH-F1886/RH-
F0034
Outer Slot
Outer Handle: SG-82
Smart Fingerprint 
Device
Matte Stainless Steel 
Protective Strip



Years of calm and steady experience are 
not achieved overnight but through 
thousands of tempers and refines. 
Every inch of life is the art of living, 
exchanged for the simple and natural 
comfort in a peaceful home.

L007
Aluminum/Glass
Matte Stainless 
Steel Decoration
Outer Slot
Groove Fingerprint 
Handle

As time goes by, the pursuit of 
craftsmanship and quality remains 
constant. A simple, clear structure 
highlights the overall shape of the 
space, making it refreshing and 
pleasing.

L008
Aluminum/Glass
Transparent Glass Frosted 
Treatment
Smart Fingerprint System
Stainless Steel Protective 
Decoration
Custom LED Lighting Handle



Exquisite craftsmanship, classic 
design, and unique brilliance are 
revealed in the details. Sparkling with 
the light of wisdom, it offers a 
beautiful experience. The innate 
nobility is revealed inadvertently, and 
the enjoyment of life lies within these 
subtle moments.

L009
0.3-inch Aluminum Plate 
Engraving
Color: Custom Color V11134
Smart Fingerprint Lock

In the world of aluminum art, we can find the quality of 
life, perfect details, restrained luxury, and the beauty of 
art and life combined. In the elegant context brought by 
aluminum art, we understand the experience of life, 
perfectly combining the aesthetic realm with intelligent 
technology, infinitely close to the tranquility of nature, 
allowing people to completely escape the noise of the 
world.

L010
0.3-inch Aluminum Plate 
Engraving
Color: Custom Color 
V11133
Custom Stainless Steel 
Fingerprint Long Handle
3D Adjustable Hidden 
Hinge



Exquisitely carved, the smooth 
geometric lines are simple but not 
lacking in detail, luxurious but not vulgar. 
The beautiful lines gradually become 
clear, the design context gradually 
becomes clear, and the readily accessible 
sense of luxury has already outlined an 
amazing feast.

L011
0.315 inches Aluminum 
Plate Engraving
Color: Custom Color V11132
Smart Fingerprint Lock

Atmospheric yet low-key, the 
intersection of historical heritage 
and reality. Coupled with spiritual 
shaping, it stands the test of time 
and the market, radiating brilliant 
light and creating eternal classics.

L012
Aluminum Plate Milling
Color: Custom Color 
V11133
Stainless Steel Decorative 
Strip
Embedded Light Strip 
Handle



Like the majestic mountains and rivers, 
the constant tempering of art creates 
immortal works. Behind every great 
work lies its own profound and 
meaningful story. Its extraordinary 
charm creates a unique and 
distinguished presence.

L013
Aluminum Plate 
Engraving
Color: Custom Color
External Milling
Embedded LED Handle
Smart Fingerprint 
Scanner

We not only provide you with a door but 
also an artistic creation. A door is much 
more than just a functional component; it 
can beautify the environment, like a 
sophisticated piece of home furniture, 
creating a safe and warm home life 
atmosphere.

L014
Aluminum/Glass
Color: RH-F3001
High-definition Sandblasted 
Glass
Embedded LED Handle
Smart Fingerprint Scanner



The large-panel design style is 
combined with the latest slab 
materials and unique eccentric-
axis craftsmanship. Carefully 
crafted, leading the fashion, and 
highlighting the grandeur.

Q001
Pure Black Matte Slab
Slab (Thickness Options: 
0.118/0.236/0.354 inches)
Color: Pure Black Matte
Full-Length Embedded Light 
Strip Handle
Metal Edge Profile
Smart Fingerprint 
Recognition System
Eccentric Axis Door

To make space come alive, different 
materials need to interpret it. Like the 
beautiful craftsmanship and quality of 
each door, every detail reflects the 
owner's temperament and life attitude. 
Make it comfortable, romantic, and 
full of personality.

Q002
Slab (Thickness  0.197 inches)
Color: Loren Gold
Full-Length Embedded Light Strip 
Handle
Metal Edge Profile
Smart Fingerprint Recognition 
System
Eccentric Axis Door



Simple but not simplistic, increasingly 
popular among modern people with its 
practical features. It is stylish and youthful, 
integrating the latest hidden door design 
style. This makes this work unique and 
ingenious.

Q003
Slab (Thickness 5mm)
Color: Gold Veined Fish Belly White
Metal Decorative Panel
Embedded Light Strip Handle
Smart Card Key System
Eccentric Axis Door

Seemingly simple yet extraordinary. 
Both a copper door and a glass door, 
combining the two, the manufacturing 
process is challenging, demanding 
consistency inside and out. Its superb 
craftsmanship is admirable.

Q004
Copper/Glass
Color: Custom Color 
Matching
Black Theme Tempered 
Glass
Fingerprint Recognition 
Handle




